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THE SO-CALLED NOMINATIVE USES OF    taetaetaetae:  
A SEMANTIC SOLUTION1 

J.H. KROEZE 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

The particle tae/Ata, is most often used to mark definite direct objects. It 

can also be used to mark other verbal extensions, and therefore it has been 

called an object marker or nota accusativi. This, however, does not cover 

the surprising instances where the particle is used as a marker of the so-

called nominative in Biblical Hebrew. This article investigates examples 

of this strange phenomenon from a semantic point of view. The semantic 

functions (according to S.C. Dik’s Functional Grammar) of the relevant 

words are analyzed to demonstrate that there is a semantic pattern which 

could offer a new solution to this problem. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The particle tae/Atae is most often used to mark definite direct objects,
2
 but it can 

also be used to mark other verbal extensions, such as complements and 

adjuncts.
3
 It has therefore been called an object marker or nota accusativi. 

However, these descriptions do not cover those surprising instances where the 

particle introduces the so-called nominative in Biblical Hebrew. In the existing 

grammars, this use is explained by one or more of the following arguments:
 4
 

                                            
1
  I would like to thank my colleagues, Matthew Anstey and Tamar Zewi, who 

thoroughly worked through the first draft of this article and made many suggestions 

which I could use to improve the article and to make it more reader-friendly. I also 

would like to thank Casper de Groot who commented on the initial idea for the paper 

and Yolande Steenkamp who spent many hours to update the fonts used for the Biblical 

Hebrew text. 
2
  See Waltke & O’Connor (1990:179-181, §10.3.1). 

3
  Complements are obligatory elements in the verb phrase; adjuncts are omissable 

adverbial modifers which provide extra information. 
4
  See Gesenius (1976:387-388, §117i-m, §121 a, b); Waltke & O’Connor (1990:182-

183, §10.3.2); Joüon-Muraoka (2006:416-417, §125j); Muraoka (1985:147-158); 

Brockelman (1961:124-128, §65-66). Compare Zewi (1997:171-173) for a brief 
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• A way to give emphasis to a “nominative” 

• The complement of elliptic verbal ideas 

• The complement of an impersonal passive 

• A subject marker, predicate marker or nominative absolute marker 

• Attraction to another element in the “accusative” 

• Ergativity 

• Anakoluthon (change from one construction to another) 

• A corrupt reading 

The purpose of this article is to propose an alternative exploration to the options 

above from the theoretical perspective of Functional Grammar. The following 

sections outline briefly the need for the suggested, alternative analysis and its 

underlying theoretical framework, which are then followed by a detailed 

examination of tae in its various functions.  

 

 

THE NEED FOR A NEW EXPLANATION 

Existing explanations are often vague and unsatisfactory, since they fail to 

provide a simple, uniform principle which could explain the phenomenon. 

Examples are explained in terms of various morphological, syntactic, pragmatic 

or even text-critical concepts. 

This article does not make use of the concept nominative, because it 

signifies a case, while the use of cases was generally eliminated in Biblical 

Hebrew. Instead, the article uses the labels of the syntactic functions found in 

Biblical Hebrew in parallelism to the nominative use in other Semitic 

languages, e.g. subject and copula-complement.
5
 

                                                                                                           
historical overview of explanations for this phenomenon. 
5
  The copula-complement is the complement of the (present or absent) copula. It is 

also called the predicate (which is actually the combination of the copula and its 

complement). According to Zewi (1994) nominal clauses in Biblical Hebrew basically 
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The Functional Grammar of S.C. Dik was chosen as theoretical framework for 

this study because it clearly differentiates between the linguistic levels of 

morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Its system of predications and 

semantic functions provides an ideal paradigm which can be used in an attempt 

to point out a semantic principle underlying the phenomenon of the so-called 

“nominative” uses of tae. Predications are semantic clause types. In Functional 

Grammar, the following types of predications are distinguished in terms of the 

semantic characteristics of controlled/uncontrolled and dynamic/non-dynamic:
6
 

 
 

[+controlled] Examples [-controlled] Examples 

[+
d

y
n

am
ic

] Action The man walks. Process The man fell. 

[-
d

y
n

am
ic

] Position The man sits. State The man is good. 

 

Both actions and positions are carried out by a controller (indicated by the 

subject in active clauses). Neither processes nor states are controlled, but their 

subjects simply undergo a process or happen to be in a state. Both actions and 

processes are dynamic – they are events during which something happens or 

changes. Both positions and states are non-dynamic – they are situations during 

                                                                                                           
have a bipartite structure of subject and predicate; nominal clauses with (apparently) 

pronominal copulas should be interpreted as dislocative clauses where the pronoun 

functions either as the (resumptive) subject or predicate. This article uses the term 

copula-complement to clearly distinguish the syntactic function from other (verbal) 

predicates and complements. 
6
  Dik (1997a:114). 
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which nothing changes; the same position is maintained or the same state 

continues. 

It should be noted that the same verb can occur in different predication 

types, especially in metaphorical uses (cf. Dik, 1997a: 95, 118), e.g.: 

 

 
[+controlled] Examples [-controlled] Examples 

[+
d

y
n

am
ic

] Action The man moves. Process The rock moves. 

[-
d

y
n

am
ic

] Position The man sits. State The city sits.
7
 

 

A predication consists of a predicate (such as a verb) plus arguments and 

satellites (cf. Dik 1997a:50) . Arguments are elements in the predication which 

are obligatory and selected by the predicate. Satellites are elements which give 

non-obligatory, extra information, e.g.: 

 

Yesterday the teacher gave  the book  to the girl at school. 

Satellite Argument Predicate Argument Argument Satellite 

 

The verb give selects the syntactic functions of subject, direct object and 

indirect object – semantically, these are the arguments. The adverbials of time 

and location provide extra, non-obligatory information. Syntactically, they are 

adjuncts; semantically, they are called satellites. Arguments and satellites 

express semantic functions which indicate their logical relations to the predicate 

                                            
7
  See Jer 17:25. 
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and to each other:
8
 

 

Yesterday the teacher gave  the book  to the girl at school. 

Satellite Argument Predicate Argument Argument Satellite 

Time Agent - Patient Receiver Location 

 

• The subject of an action has the semantic function of agent. The agent is 

the controller of the action, e.g. The man eats an apple. 

• The subject of a position has the semantic function of positioner. The 

positioner is the controller of the position, e.g. The man keeps his money 

in the drawer. Only the agent and positioner have the semantic 

characteristic of [+controller]. 

• The subject of a process has the semantic function of processed. The 

processed is the entity that (passively) undergoes a process, e.g. The man 

fell from the horse. 

• The subject of a process can also have the semantic function of force. 

The force is the non-controlling entity instigating a process, e.g. The 

wind blew the leaves into the gutters. (The wind cannot decide to blow 

and thus does not control the process; it is, however, a natural force 

instigating the process – therefore, this example cannot be regarded as a 

mere metaphor.) 

• The subject of a state has the semantic function of zero. The zero is the 

entity primarily involved in a state, e.g. The woman is beautiful. (The 

woman does not control the state – she just happens to be in it.) 

• The direct object usually has the semantic function of patient.
9
 The 

patient is the entity affected or effected (produced) by the operation of 

some controller or force, e.g.: 

                                            
8
  See Dik (1997a:26, 59, 117, 118, 121, 214, 229-231, 243-245). 

9
  Dik (1997a:121) uses the term goal which could be confused with the concept of 
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- The man eats the apple (affected patient). 

- The man keeps the money (affected patient) in the drawer. 

- The wind blew the leaves (affected patient) into the gutters. 

- The scribe wrote a book (effected patient). 

 The patient shares the characteristic of [-controller] with the processed, 

force and zero. 

• In a passive transformation of an action, position or process, the direct 

object becomes the subject, but it still retains the semantic function of 

patient, e.g.: 

- The apple is eaten by the man. 

- The money is kept in the drawer by the man. 

- The leaves are blown into the gutters by the wind. 

- The book was written by the scribe. 

• In verbless predications the subject also has the semantic function of 

zero, e.g.: 

- The man (is) the king. 

• A noun which acts as copula-complement of a nominal clause has the 

semantic function of identity or class. The identity is the entity with 

which the subject-zero is equated. The class is the group of entities of 

which the subject-zero is an example or instance. An adjective as a 

copula-complement has the semantic function of quality.
10

 It describes a 

characteristic or attribute of the subject.  

• These semantic functions also share the semantic characteristic of [-

controller]. 

- The man (is) the king (identity). 

                                                                                                           
purpose. 
10

  Dik (1997a:205, 231) uses the term property assignment. He uses the term quality 

for the role, function or authority by virtue of which a controller carries out an action or 

maintains a position. However, in the grammar of classical and Semitic languages, the 

term quality is normally used to indicate a characteristic trait. 
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- The man (is) a king (class). 

- The man (is) good (quality). 

This information can be summarized as follows: 

 

Active sentence with verb 

Subject  Object  

Action – Agent  

Position –Positioner 

Process – Processed 

Process – Force 

State – Zero 

[+controller]   

[+controller] 

[-controller] 

[-controller] 

[-controller] 

Patient 

Patient 

 

Patient 

 

[-controller] 

[-controller] 

 

[-controller] 

Passive sentence with verb 

Subject   Object  

Patient         [-controller] -  

Sentence without verb 

Subject  Copula-complement 

State – Zero  [-controller] Noun – Identity 

Noun – Class 

Adjective – Quality  

[-controller] 

[-controller] 

[-controller] 

 

• Adjuncts or satellites can have many semantic functions,
11

 such as 

reference, manner and cause. Reference is an element of a relation to 

which the relation is said to hold. Manner satellites indicate the way in 

which an action is carried out, a position is maintained, or a process takes 

place. Cause satellites provide a motivation which is not ascribed to any 

of the participants in the predication, but which is advanced by the 

speaker as an explanation for the occurrence of the predication. 

                                            
11

  For a more complete discussion on the applicability of semantic functions to 

Biblical Hebrew, see Kroeze (1996). 
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- He was ill with reference to his feet (reference). 

- The man lived securely (manner) in the city. 

- The man could not attend the meeting because of illness (cause). 

• Dislocations
12

 can also have the semantic function of reference, e.g.: 

 - That ball – my mother gave it to me. 

 

 

taetaetaetae AS MARKER OF THE PATIENT [-CONTROLLER] 

Surface markers may be governed by syntactic or semantic functions: “The 

main function of case distinctions is to express the underlying semantic 

functions of terms; some cases (typically nom / acc, or abs / erg) more primarily 

serve the expression of syntactic functions”
13

 (my italicisation). 

In Semitic languages with case forms, the nominative case usually expresses 

the subject which may have the semantic functions of agent, positioner, 

processed, force and zero. The basic functions of the accusative case are to 

express the syntactic function of direct object and the semantic function of 

patient. Similarly, in Biblical Hebrew the surface marker tae usually marks the 

syntactic function of direct object, which normally has the semantic function of 

affected or effected patient, e.g.: 

 

dl,Y<h'Ata, HB; µc,T;w" And she put the child in it (Exod 2:3). 

µyIm'V;h' tae µyhiløa‘ ar:B; God created the heaven (Gen 1:1). 

                                            
12

  A dislocation is any constituent that is marked as the topic of the clause by moving 

it from its usual place to precede the rest of the clause. It may even be separated from 

the rest of the clause by the waw conjunction. Its empty place in the clause may be filled 

by a pronoun or adverb referring to the dislocated element. It is regarded as an extra-

clausal constituent. (Cf. Van der Merwe et al. 1999:339, §46.1.2; Waltke & O’Connor 

1990:128-129, §8.3a; Joüon-Muraoka 2006:551-554, §156; Gesenius 1976:457-458, 

§143; Dik 1997b:384, 389). 
13

  Dik (1997a:369). 
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Thus, there is a parallelism between morphology,
14

 syntactic function and 

semantic function (e.g. tae – direct object – patient). But this parallelism is not 

always valid, for example in passive sentences where the subject is the patient.
15

  

tae may also be used to mark indirect objects, other complements and even 

adjuncts which may have several semantic functions, all of which are [-

controller].
16

 Here is an example of each:
17

 

 

Example Translation Syntactic  

function 

Semantic function 

[-controller] 

ytiao µyhiløa‘ ynId"b;z“ 

b/f db,z ́

God gave me a good gift 

(Gen 30:20)
18

 

indirect object receiver 

[-controller] 

µyIr'x]mi yTeB; Wal]m;W 

bro[;h,Ata, 

And the houses of the 

Egyptians will be full of 

flies (state) (Exod 8:17). 

complement
19

 reference  

[-controller] 

tae lkea;yE t/Xm' 

µymiY:h' t['b]vi 

Unleavened bread shall be 

eaten for seven days (Exod 

13:7). 

adjunct duration 

[-controller] 

 

The most general use of the particle tae, however, is to mark the direct object 

with the semantic function of patient. The question is whether this link between 

tae and the patient, the ultimate [-controller], could have been so strong that the 

semantic function sometimes overrides the syntactic function in selecting tae as 

marker. Therefore, the syntactic and semantic functions of the relevant tae-

                                            
14

  The discussion of parts of speech is regarded as a part of morphology (see Joüon-

Muraoka 2006:100, §34d). 
15

  Dik (1997a:377-380). 
16

  For a more complete discussion on the functions of the particle, see Kroeze (1997). 
17

  In order to find as many examples as possible, the Leningradensis text of the 

Hebrew Bible has been used throughout, although other readings may be possible in 

some places. 
18

  Waltke & O’Connor (1990:174, §10.2.3b) calls this use a “datival object”. 
19

  See Waltke & O’Connor (1990:181, §10.3.1c). 
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phrases should both be examined. To begin, we shall review the usage of tae to 

mark patients as objects in standard active sentences. 

 

The patient is the direct object of an active clause 

As has been noted, tae normally marks direct objects with the semantic function 

of patient.
20

 The patient is the ultimate [-controller] – it is the entity which is 

affected or effected (produced) by the operation of a controller or force, e.g.: 

 

vyaih;Ata, axe/h Bring out the man 

(action) (Judges 19:22). 

direct 

object 

patient (affected) 

[-controller] 

.µ[;h;Ata, ba;/y Jc'j; 
Joab restrained the 

troops (position) (2 

Sam 18:16). 

direct 

object 

patient (affected) 

[-controller] 

µt;/a ≈ypiT; hr:[;s]W 
And the whirlwind will 

scatter them (process) 

(Isa 41:16). 

direct 

object 

patient (affected) 

[-controller] 

µyIm'V;h' tae µyhiløa‘ ar:B; 

 

God created the heaven 

(action) (Gen 1:1). 

direct 

object 

patient (effected) 

[-controller] 

 

We can now extend this analysis to the cases where tae marks the subject. In the 

following sections these are also seen to be [-controller] (especially the patient), 

which confirms our thesis that the semantic function of tae is to mark [-

controller], and that this semantic function extends the syntactic range of tae to 

include marking [-controller] subjects.
21

 

                                            
20

  In traditional grammars this use is dealt with under the heading of the “accusative” 

function in Biblical Hebrew. 
21

  Of course, usually [-controller] subjects are not marked by tae because this particle 

is more primarily the marker of the syntactic function of direct object. The reason why 

only some [-controller] subjects are marked by tae should be researched further – there 

are different possibilities: it could simply be a stylistic or dialectic phenomenon, or it 

could be due to pragmatic reasons. Compare Zewi (1999) who explains this 
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The patient is the subject of an incomplete passive clause 

When an active sentence is transformed into a passive sentence the direct object 

of the active sentence becomes the subject of the passive sentence, but it retains 

the semantic function of patient ([-controller]). In Biblical Hebrew, tae can be 

used to mark the subject (patient) of a passive verb.
22

 It is the most occurring 

“nominative” use of tae.23
 According to Zewi (1997:181), “[s]ubjects introduced 

by ‘et and several other prepositions should be interpreted as logical subjects in 

transition from objects into grammatical subjects”. If the main semantic 

function of tae is to mark the patient, this retention of the marker in the passive 

comes as no surprise. 

 

The passive verbs agrees with the subject 

In the following examples the passive verb agrees in person, gender and number 

with the subject-patient which is still marked by tae: 

 

dr:y[iAta, J/nj}l' dleW:YIw" And to Enoch was born Irad (Gen 4:18).
24

 

hZ<h' vyaih;Ata, an: tm'Wy This man ought to be put to death (Jer 38:4). 

laer:c]yI ˜/[}Ata, vQ'buy“ The sin of Israel will be sought (Jer 50:20). 

 ... hl;[}ho ynIVeh' rP;h' taew“ And the second bull was offered (Ju 6:28). 

˜j;l]Vuh'Ata, µb;AaC;nIw“  
And the table must be carried with these (Ex 

25:28). 

/rc;B]Ata, lkea;yE aløw“ And its flesh may not be eaten (Ex 21:28). 

                                                                                                           
phenomenon as “incomplete topicilisation”. But such a study is beyond the scope of this 

article. 
22

  Waltke & O’Connor (1990:182, §10.3.2). 
23

  Some verbs take two direct objects or complements (“accusatives”), see Gesenius 

(1976:388-389, §121c-d). In the passive the first direct object (usually the patient), 

becomes the subject, but the second object or complement remains as a direct object or 

complement and can thus be marked with tae. Adjuncts which are marked by tae also 

stay adjuncts in the passive. Such examples are not treated here, but only those where 

the new subject is still marked with tae. 
24

  Note the impersonal translation: “and it was born … to Enoch Irad” by Joüon-

Muraoka (2006:432, §128b). 
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µr:b]a' Úm]viAta, d/[ arEQ;yIAaløw“ 
And your name will no longer be called Abram 

(Gen 17:5) 

hm;ynIP] vd<Qoh'Ala, Hm;D:Ata, ab;WhAalø ˜he 
Behold, its blood was not brought into the 

sanctuary, (to the) inside (Lev 10:18). 

µm;D:Ata, ab;Wh rv,a} ... ... whose blood was brought in (Lev 16:27). 

... lb;Wy rWVa'l] /t/aAµG" It will also be brought to Assyria (Hos 10:6). 

tg"B] hp;r:h;l] WdL]yU hL,ae t['B'r“a'Ata, 
These four were born to Rapha in Gath (2 Sam 

21:22). 

 ry[ih;Ata, ˜teN:ti aløw“ 

.rWVa' Jl,m, dy"B] taZOh' 

And this city will not be given in the hand of 

the king of Assyria (2 Kings 18:30). 

.tr<[;bom] wyn:p;l] ja;h;Ata,w“ 
And the brazier (f.) has been kindled before 

him (Jer 36:22). 

hd:bo[}B' tazOAta,AµG" Úl] hn:T]nIw“ 
And this one too will be given

25
 to you for the 

service (Gen 29:27). 

 

The subject can also be a clause introduced by rv,a} tae with the verb of the main 

clause in the third person masculine singular. 

 

 hP;x]rI ht;c][;Arv,a} tae dwId:l] dG"YUw" And it was told to David what Rizpa ... had done (2 

Sam 21:11). 

ytiyci[;Arv,a} tae ynIdoal' dG"huAaløh} Has it not been told to my lord what I did? (1 Kings 

18:13). 

 hW:xi rv,a} tae Úyd<b;[}l' dG"hu dGEhu yKi 

ttel; /Db][' hv,moAta, Úyh,løa‘ hw:hy“ 

... dymiv]h'l]W ... 

Because it was indeed told to your servants that 

Yahweh your God had commanded Moses his 

servant to give ... and to destroy ... (Josh 9:24). 

 Hl; ˜teN:yI rm'aTo rv,a}AlK; tae Everything she says, will be given to her (Est 2:13). 

 

The passive verb does not agree with the subject 

The passive verb is finite 

In the following examples the passive verb does not agree in person, gender and 

number with the subject-patient which is still marked by tae. This construction is 

                                            
25

  Or: “And we will give ...” (Qal cohortative 1 c. pl.). 
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often called the impersonal passive, and Joüon-Muraoka explains why: “The 

impersonal character of this construction is evident in the use of the 3m.sg. form 

of the verb irrespective of the gender and number of the logical object.”
26

 

According to Gesenius, the impersonal passive is recognisable by the nota 

accusativi or by disagreement with the passive verbal form in gender, number 

and person.
27

 But quite a number of examples were found where the verb does 

agree with the subject. Therefore, it would be better to call this construction the 

incomplete passive. In a normal passive construction: (1) the direct object of the 

active clause becomes the subject of the passive clause; (2) the person, number 

and gender of the verb are brought into agreement with the new subject; and (3) 

the marker tae is omitted. In the incomplete passive either the third step, or both 

the second and third steps are not carried out, the verb being in the simplest 

form (3 m. s.). It should be remembered, however, that, according to normal 

rules of agreement, if the verb precedes the subject it may be in the simplest 

form (3 m. s.) regardless. No clear examples were found where the subject 

precedes the disagreeing verb.
28

 

 
aWhybia}Ata,w“ bd:n:Ata, ˜roh}a'l] dleW:YIw" 

.rm;t;yaiAta,w“ rz:[;l]a,Ata, 
To Aaron were born Nadab and Abihu, Eleazar 

and Ithamar (Num 26:60). 

tn"s]a; /LAhd:l]y: rv,a} ... πse/yl] dleW:YIw" 

 µyIr:p]a,Ata,w“ hV,n"m]Ata, ... 

And to Joseph were born ... Manasseh and 

Ephraim,
29

 whom Asenath ... bore to him (Gen 

46:20). 

h[or“P'Ala, ˜roh}a'Ata,w“ hv,moAta, bv'WYw" And Moses and Aaron were brought back to the 

Pharaoh (Exod 10:8). 

t[oB;F'B' wyD:B'Ata, ab;Whw“ And its poles will be put (brought) through the 

rings (Exod 27:7).  

                                            
26

  Joüon-Muraoka (2006:432, §128b). 
27

  Gesenius (1976:387, §121a, footnote 1). 
28

  Except the example from Num 11:22 quoted below. 
29

  This phrase could also be understood as an apposition to the relative pronoun which 

acts as the direct object of the relative clause. 
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µh,l; πsea;yE µY:h' ygED“AlK;Ata, µai Or will all the fishes
30

 of the sea be collected for 

them? (Num 11:22). 

... bd:n:/hy“ yrEb]DIAta, µq'Wh Jonadab’s orders were carried out (Jer 35:14). 

ldoG:h' Hn:B] wc;[e yrEb]DIAta, hq;b]rIl] dG"YUw" And the words of Esau, her elder son, were told 

to Rebekah (Gen 27:42). 

lY:a'h;Ata,w“ ybiX]h'Ata, lkea;yE rv,a}K'' Just as deer and gazelle is eaten (Deut 12:22). 

laer:c]yI ˜wO[}Ata, vQ'buy“ 

hd:Why“ taFoj'Ata,w“ ... 

The iniquity of Israel ... and the sins of Judah 

will be sought (Jer 50:20). 

tyMin"Vuh' gv'ybia}Ata, ˜T'yU 

.hV;ail] Úyjia; WhY:nIdoa}l' 
Let Abishag the Shunnamite be given to your 

brother Adonijah as wife (1 Kings 2:21). 

hZ:jua}l' Úyd<b;[}l' taZOh' ≈r<a;h;Ata, ˜T'yU Let this land be given to your servants for a 

possession (Num 32:5). 

≈r<a;h;Ata, qlej;yE lr:/gB]AJa' But the land will be divided by lot (cf. verse 53) 

(Num 26:55). 

≈r<a;h; lKoAta, /d/bk] aleM;yIw“ And may the whole earth be filled with his glory 

(Ps 72:19, cf. Num 14:21).
31

 

/tao vaeB; πrEC;yI µr<jeB' dK;l]NIh' hy:h;w“ 

/lArv,a}AlK;Ata,w“ 

And the one who is caught with the banned 

things – he and everything which belongs to him 

will be burned with fire (Josh 7:15). 

 

The passive verb is an infinitive 

Of course, agreement is not possible in these cases, since the infinitive construct 

does not have person, gender or number. 

 

./nB] qj;x]yI tae /l dl,W:hiB] When Isaac his son was born to him (Gen 21:5). 

h[or“P'Ata, td<L,hu µ/y The day on which the Pharaoh was born (Gen 40:20). 

Jt;ao td<L,Wh µ/yB] On the day that you were born (Ezek 16:4, 5). 

qj;x]yIAta, lmeG:hi µ/yB] On the day that Isaac was weaned (Gen 21:8). 

tyIB;h'Ata, j"Fohi yrEj}a' After the house was plastered (Lev 14:48). 

                                            
30

  The predicate usually agrees in gender and number with the postconstruct 

(“genitive”) after lKo – see Gesenius (1976:467, §146c). 
31

  See Num 11:22 above. 
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[g"N<h'Ata, sBeK'hu yrEj}a' After the disease has been washed (Lev 13:55). 

/tao sBeK'hu yrEj}a' After it has been washed (Lev 13:56). 

/tao jv'M;hi µ/yB] On the day when it was anointed (Num 7:10, 8:4, Lev 

6:13). 

/tao jv'M;hi yrEj}a' After it was anointed (Num 7:88). 

 
taetaetaetae AS MARKER OF OTHER [-CONTROLLER] SEMANTIC 

FUNCTIONS 

tatatata ee ee as marker of the processed 

Several examples are found where tae marks the subject of a process ([-control] 

[+dynamic]). Such a subject has the semantic function of processed ([- 

controller]). The processed is the entity that undergoes a process. 

 
µyIM;h'Ala, lp'n: lz<r“B'h'Ata,w“ And the iron fell into the water (2 Ki 6:5). 

WlPoyI br<j,B' wyP;g"a}Alk;B] wyj;r:b]miAlK; taew“ And all his fugitives among all his troops will 

fall by the sword (Ezek 17:21). 

 ... vyaih;Ata,w“ ... hr:[}N"h'Ata, Wtmew: And the young woman … and the man will die 

(Deut 22:24). 

≈r<a;h;Ata, πn"j‘T,w" And the land became defiled (Jer 3:9). 

vaeB; πroc]Ti taZOh' ry[ih;Ata,w“ And this city will burn with fire (Jer. 38:23). 

µt;/a WM/ryE µm;/rb]W When they (the cherubim) rose up, they (the 

wheels) rose up (Ezek 10:17).
32

 

sM'yI aløw“ /tybel] bvoy:w“ 

/bb;l]Ki wyj;a,Abb'l]Ata, 
And let him go back to his house so that the 

heart of his brothers does not melt like his 

own (Deut 20:8). 

vyai πl,a, rc;[;Ahn:mov] ˜miy:n“Bimi WlP]yIw" 

lyIj;Ayven“a' hL,aeAlK;Ata, 
And from Benjamin eighteen thousand men 

fell, all of these
33

 courageous men (Judg 

20:44). 

                                            
32

  Note that the NRSV takes µt;/a as the preposition tae with suffix: they rose up with 

them. 
33

  In apposition to the subject as processed. See Waltke & O’Connor (1990:182, 
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taetaetaetae as marker of the force 

Several examples were found where tae also marks the subject of a process ([-

control] [+dynamic]) but it has the semantic function of force ([-controller]). 

The force is the non-controlling entity instigating a process. 

 

µh,yle[}me rs;Aalø ˜n:[;h, dWM['Ata, 

vaeh; dWM['Ata,w“ ...  
The pillar of cloud did not turn away from them 

… nor the pillar of fire (Neh 9:19). 

Wnyle[; ha;B; taZOh' h[;r:h;AlK; tae All this disaster came upon us (Dan 9:13).
34

 

H[;F;m' t/bybis] Jleho h;yt,roh}n"Ata, Its rivers (pl.) were flowing (s.)
35

 around its 

bed(s) (Ezek 31:4). 

 
taetaetaetae as marker of the zero 

Quite a number of examples occur where tae is the marker of the subject of a 

state ([-control] [-dynamic]). It has the semantic function of zero ([-controller]). 

The zero is the entity primarily involved in a state. 

 

With stative verb  

In the following examples the predications each contains an intransitive verb 

expressing a state. The third person masculine singular form of the verb is used 

regardless of the subject. In these examples the subject-zero is marked by tae: 

 

hZ<h' rb;D:h'Ata, Úyn<y[eB] [r"yEAla' May this matter not be bad in your eyes (2 

Sam 11:25).
36

 

                                                                                                           
§10.3.2, footnote 36). See the similar construction in Judges 20:46. See below: “With 

noun in verbless predicate”. 
34

  tae could perhaps be used to introduce or mark the subject clause of a passive verb, 

i.e. bWtK; (pass. part.): “Just as all this calamity (which) came upon us is written in the 

Law of Moses”. See above: “The passive verb does not agree with the subject”. 
35

  The singular of the participle form could be used here distributively. 
36

  See Joüon-Muraoka (2006:417, §125j (6)): impersonal verb plus accusative of 

limitation: “May it not be bad in your eyes with regard to this matter”. See 
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Úyl,[; h[;r:h;Ata, ybia;Ala, 37bfiyyEAyKi If the evil (f. s.) against you will be good (3 

m. s.)
38

 to my father (1 Sam 20:13).
39

 

ha;l;T]h'AlK; tae Úyn<p;l] f['m]yIAla' May all the toil (f. s.) not be trivial (m. s.) 

before you (Neh 9:32).
40

 

.qB;d“Ti Úyt,cøq]c]q'B] Úyr<aoy“ tg"D“AlK; taew“ And all the fish of your channels will stick 

to your scales (Ezek 29:4). 

Wyh]yI /l 41wyv;d:q’Ata, vyaiw“ And everyone - his sacred donations will be 

his own (Num 5:10). 

yli t/xr:a}h; yTev]Ata,w“ µyI/Gh' ynEv]Ata, 

hn:yy<h]ti 

The two nations and the two countries will 

be mine (Ezek 35:10).
42

 

 rvea;b]W rk;çC;yIB] hV,n"m]li yhiy“w" 

h;yt,/nb]W ˜a;v]AtyBe 

 h;yt,/nb]W µ[;l]b]yIw“ 

h;yt,/nb]W rado ybev]yOAta,w“ 

h;yt,nOb]W rDoA˜y[e ybev]yOw“ 

h;yt,nOb]W Jn"[]t' ybev]yOw“ 

 tp,N:h' tvO,lv] h;yt,/nb]W /DgIm] ybev]yOw“ 

And it (3ms) was to Manasseh in Issachar 

and in Asher: 

Beth-shean and its villages,  

and Ibleam and its villages,  

and the inhabitants
43

 of Dor and its villages,  

and the inhabitants of En-dor and its 

villages,  

and the inhabitants of Taanach and its 

villages,  

and the inhabitants of Megiddo and its 

villages, the three hill(s) (Josh 17:11). 

 

                                                                                                           
Brockelmann (1961:125, §65). 
37

  See Gesenius (1976:365, § 1171, footnote 2). 
38

  If the verb precedes the subject it may be in the 3 m. s., even if the subject is 

feminine or plural, see Gesenius (1976:465, §145o). 
39

  Or: “If it is good to my father with regard to the evil against you.” 
40

  Or: “May it not be trivial before you with regard to all this toil.” 
41

  Muraoka (1985: 154-155): pregnant expression for wyv;d:qÜ ˜TeyIArv,a} vyai. 
42

  Muraoka (1985:155): attraction to the object suffix in h;Wnv]r"ywI in verse 10b. 
43

  tae can also be interpreted as the preposition together with which introduces the last 

four towns in addition to the first two. Other explanations are: Joüon-Muraoka 

(2006:417, §125j (2)): tae appears “at the beginning of the group of four ybevyO in an 

enumeration in the nominative”. See Gesenius (1976:365, §117l): the accusative 

depends on the verbal idea they gave him virtually contained in l] yhiy“w"; Muraoka 

(1985:155): casus pendens plus waw apodosis in verse 12. 
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With noun in verbless predicate  

In the following examples the predication does not have a verbal predicate. The 

predicate consists only of a noun which acts as copula-complement. Verbless 

clauses are also states with the subject having the zero semantic function. In the 

examples below the subject-zero is also marked by tae: 
 

tae µYIwIl]l' WnT]Ti rv,a} µyrI[;h, taew“ 

... WnT]Ti rv,a} fl;q]Mih' yrE[;Avve 

And the cities
44

 which you give to the Levites, 

will be the six cities of refuge which you will 

give (Num 35:6). 

µy[iB;r“a' µYIwIl]l' WnT]Ti rv,a} µyrI[;h,AlK; 

˜h,yver“g“miAta,w“ ˜h,t]a, ry[i hn<mov]W 

All the cities which you will give to the Levites, 

will be 48 cities, them and their pastures
45

 

(Num 35:7). 

(vyai πl,a, rc;[;Ahn:mov] ˜miy:n“Bimi WlP]YIw") 

lyIj;Ayven“a' hL,aeAlK;Ata, 

(And from Benjamin eighteen thousand men 

fell.) All these were courageous men (Judg 

20:44).
46

 

r/[P] ˜wO[}Ata, Wnl;Af['m]h' Is the sin
47

 of Peor a little to us? (Josh 22:17). 

 

With predicative adjective in verbless predicate  

In the following examples, the predicate consists only of an adjective which acts 

as copula-complement. The subject of such verbless clauses also has the zero 

semantic function. In the examples below the subject-zero is also marked by tae: 
 

                                            
44

  The marker tae could be used due to the fact that µyrI[;h, is the patient of give in the 

mind of the speaker, although, syntactically, it is the subject. Or: attraction of the 

subject to the relative pronoun which is the direct object of the relative clause. 

According to Hoftijzer (1965:50), this is a casus pendens plus apposition to it. Also 

compare “tae as marker of the identity” below. 
45

  In apposition to the subject-zero. In the mind of the speaker this phrase could be the 

patient of give. Or: attraction of the words in apposition to the relative pronoun as direct 

object of the relative clause. See below: “tae as marker of class”. 
46

  See the identical construction in Judges 20:46. See above: “tae as marker of the 

possessed”. 
47

  See Brockelmann (1961:349, §229): this is an impersonal construction with the 

“accusative” of regard (“ist es uns nicht genug an der Sünde P.’s”). 
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rv;y: Úb]b;l]Ata, vyEh} Is your heart right? (2 Kings 10:15). 

... hV;aih;Ata, tw<M;mi rm' Bitter, more than death, is the woman
48

 ... 

(Eccles 7:26). 

hy:h; alø ˜d<[}Arv,a} tae µh,ynEV]mi b/fw“ And better than both of them is the one who
49

 

has not yet been (Eccles 4:3). 

 

With preposition phrase in verbless predicate 

In the following examples the predicate of the verbless clause consists of a 

preposition phrase which acts as copula-complement. The subject has the 

semantic function of zero. The subject-zero is marked by tae: 

 
yl'ae µk,t]a,A˜yaew“ And you were not to me (Hag 2:17).

50
 

µh,yte/ba} tybel] µynIh}Koh' cjey"t]hi 51taew“ 
And the registration of the priests was 

according to the house of their fathers (2 Chron 

31:17). 

 

With adverbial interrogative in verbless predicate  

In the following example, the predicate of the verbless clause consists of an 

interrogative adverb which acts as copula-complement. The subject has the 

semantic function of zero. The subject-zero is also marked by tae: 

 

µyIM'h' tj'P'x'Ata,w“ Jl,M,h' tynIj}Ayae haer“ See, where are the king’s spear and the 

water jar?
52

 (1 Sam 26:16). 

                                            
48

  hV;aih;Ata, can also be interpreted as the direct object of ynIa} ax,/m. 
49

  Gesenius (1976:365, §117l): “… a verb like I esteem is mentally supplied before 

rv,a} tae” – see verse 2: ynIa} j"Bev'. rv,a} tae can simply be a second object of ynIa} j"Bev'. 
See Hoftijzer (1965:78). 
50

 Gesenius (1976:365-366, §117m, footnote 3: corrupt); Muraoka (1985:157): 

“hopelessly corrupt”. 
51

  Muraoka (1985:157) reads tazO. 
52

  Gesenius (1976:365, §117l): the “accusative” depends on the verbal idea “search 

now for” virtually contained in what has gone before, “see where”. See Gesenius 

(1976:365-366, §117m, footnote 3): corrupt. 
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With independent relative clause in verbless predicate  

In the following examples, the predicate of the verbless clause consists of an 

independent relative clause
53

 which acts as copula-complement. The subject of 

the main clause still has the semantic function of zero. In the examples below 

the subject-zero is also marked by tae: 
 

ytianEc; rv,a} hL,aeAlK;Ata, yKi Because all these things
54

 are which I hate 

(Zech 8:17). 

... µh,me Wlk]atoAalø rv,a} hz<w“ 

... hY:a'h;Ata,w“ 

And this is of which you should not eat: ... 

and the kite
55

... (cf. Deut 14:12-17). 

 

We have seen that those subjects which are marked by tae are all [-controller]. 

Before considering possible examples where the subject is semantically 

[+controller], it is worth examining the use of tae to mark other “nominative” 

syntactic functions. In these we also see tae indicating a semantic role of [-

controller]. In other words, the semantic range of tae is [-controller], and since [-

controller] sentence elements occur in various syntactic functions, the syntactic 

range of tae includes these various constructions. 

    
taetaetaetae as marker of the identity 

In the following examples of verbless clauses (states), a definite noun functions 

as the copula-complement. If both the subject and copula-complement are 

definite nouns, the semantic function of the copula-complement is identity. The 

identity is the entity with which the subject-zero is equated. The identity is [-

                                            
53

  An independent relative clause has no antecedent in the main clause. Therefore, it 

fulfills the syntactic function which the antecedent would have fulfilled. 
54

  See Gesenius (1976:365, §117l): attraction to following relative pronoun in the 

“accusative”; Muraoka (1985:155): anakoluthon (change from one construction to 

another). 
55

  In apposition to hz<, the subject-zero. Or: in the mind of the speaker the kite could be 

the patient of eat, see Muraoka (1985:154). 
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controller]: 

 

.hZ<h' ˜/mh;h,Ata, rt;/Nh'w“ And the remnant is this multitude (2 Chron 

31:10). 

˜K;v]Mih' d[e/m lh,aoB] ˜/vr“ǵAynEB] tr<m,v]miW 

lkol] wyr:t;yme taew“ ... Js'm;Ata,w“ ... 

./td:bo[} 

The task of the sons of Gershon in the tent 

of meeting was the tabernacle ... and the 

curtain ... and its cords ...; with regard to 

everyone - its service (Num 3:25-26).
56

 

µYIwIl]l' WnT]Ti rv,a} µyrI[;h, taew“ 

... WnT]Ti rv,a} fl;q]Mih' yrE[;Avve tae 

And the cities which you give to the 

Levites, will be the six cities of refuge 

which you will give (Num 35:6).
57

 

laem]j]r"y“Ata, /lAdl'/n rv,a} ˜/rx]j, ynEb]W 

yb;WlK]Ata,w“ µr:Ata,w“ 

And the sons of Hezron who were born to 

him, were Jerahmeel, Ram, and Chelubai 

(1 Chron 2:9). 

ayhi ≈r<a;h;AlK;Ata,w“ That is the whole land (Jer 45:4). 

yais]Ki µ/qm]Ata, µd:a;A˜B, yl'ae rm,aYOw" 

yl'g“r" t/PK' µ/qm]Ata,w“ 

And he said to me: “Son of man, (this is) 

the place of my throne and the place of the 

soles of my feet” (Ezek 43:7).
58

 

                                            
56

  Joüon-Muraoka (2006:417, §125j (2)): tae is used “before the last two longer terms 

of an enumeration in the nominative.” Gesenius (1976:365, §117l): the “accusative” 

depends on a verbal idea virtually contained in tr<m,v]mi - “they had to take charge of”. 

tae could also simply be read as the preposition together with. Even the translation with 

regard to is possible: “with regard to the curtain ... and with regard to its cords, with 

regard (preposition – l]!) to everyone - its service”. 
57

  Waltke & O’Connor (1990:183, §10.3.2): tae is the marker of the predicate in a 

verbless clause. In the mind of the speaker the tae-phrase could be the patient of give, 

although it is syntactically the copula-complement. Or: attraction of the copula-

complement to the relative pronoun as direct object of the relative clause. See above: 

“With noun in verbless predicate”. 
58

  Elliptic nominal clause: subject missing. See Joüon-Muraoka (2006:417, §125j (5)): 

tae has “a strong meaning equivalent to a pronoun”. See Muraoka (1985:155): 

anakoluthon. See Hoftijzer (1965: 71): casus pendens. 
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µk,t]axeB] µk,T]ai yTir"K;Arv,a} rb;D:h'Ata, 

µyIr"x]Mimi 
(This is) the word which I made with you 

when you came out of Egypt (Hag 2:5).
59

 

hw:hy“ ar:q; rv,a} µyrIb;D“h'Ata, a/lh} (Were these) not the words which Yahweh 

spoke? (Zech 7:7).
60

 

 ... ˜/px; ta'P] taew“ ... 

 ... hm;ydIq; ta'P] taew“ ... 

 ... hn:m;yTeAta'P] taew“ ... 

 ... µy:Ata'P] tazo ...  

... (This will be) the north side ... 

... (This will be) the east side ... 

... (This will be) the south side ... 

... (This will be) the west side ... (Ezek 

47:17-20).
61

 

ytiyair: rv,a} µynIP;h' hM;he µh,ynEP] tWmd“W 

µt;/aw“ µh,yaer“m' rb;K]Arh'n“Al[' 

With regard to the shape of their faces - 

they were the faces which I saw near the 

river Chebar, their appearances and they 

themselves (Ezek 10:22).
62

 

 

taetaetaetae as marker of the class  

In the following example of a verbless clause (state), an indefinite noun 

functions as the copula-complement. If the subject is a definite noun, but the 

copula-complement is an indefinite noun, the semantic function of the copula-

complement is class. The class is the group of entities of which the subject-zero 

                                            
59

  tae could also indicate reference/regard. Gesenius (1976:365, §117l): due to 

attraction to a following relative pronoun. Muraoka (1985:155, footnote 135): rb;D:h'Ata, 
is the object of Wc[} in verse 4 after a parenthesis. 
60

  See Joüon-Muraoka (2006:417, §125j (5)); Gesenius (1976:365, §117l): 

aposiopesis (the concealment or suppression of entire sentences or clauses which must 

be supplied from the context). Or: attraction to relative pronoun. See Hoftijzer (1965: 

76). 
61

  Muraoka (1985:157) reads tazo – cf. verse 20. See Hoftijzer (1965: 71): casus 

pendens. 
62

  In apposition to copula-complement. See Waltke & O’Connor (1990:183): tae is the 

marker of a word in apposition to the predicate in the verbless clause. However, it 

should be remembered that rv,a} is an indeclinable conjunction and that rv,a} and the 

suffixes in µh,yaer“m' and µt;/a could be read together as of which: “... they were the faces 

of which I saw the appearances and themselves”. In this interpretation tae is simply the 

object marker. See above: “The patient is the direct object of an active clause”. 
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is an example or instance. The class is [-controller]:  

 

µy[iB;r“a' µYIwIl]l' WnT]Ti rv,a} µyrI[;h,AlK; 

˜h,yver“g“miAta,w“ ˜h,t]a, ry[i hn<mov]W 

All the cities which you will give to the 

Levites, will be 48 cities, them and their 

pastures
63

 (Num 35:7).
64

 

 

taetaetaetae as marker of the quality 

In the following example of a verbless clause (state), a participle phrase 

functions as the copula-complement. A participle is a verbal adjective. An 

adjective which functions as copula-complement has the semantic function of 

quality. It describes a characteristic or attribute of the subject. The quality is [-

controller].
65

  

 
 µybik]ro tae hT;a'w: ynIa} rkoz“AyKi 

wybia; ba;j]a' yrEj}a 'µydIm;x] 
Because remember, you and I were riding as a team 

behind his father Ahab (2 Kings 9:25). 

 

taetaetaetae as marker of the reference 

This section deals with examples which are often treated as “nominatives”, but 

which may be excluded from this category, even if one works within a case 

paradigm. For the sake of completeness, however, these examples are discussed 

below, as well as some examples which are treated by some scholars as 

dislocatives, but which could also be analyzed as simple adjuncts (see below: 

“other exclusions”). This would imply that these examples do not have the 

                                            
63

  In apposition to the copula-complement. 
64

  In the mind of the speaker the tae-phrase could be the patient of give. Or: attraction 

of the words in apposition to the relative pronoun as direct object of the relative clause. 

See above: “With noun in verbless predicate”. 
65

  However, a participle also has verbal characteristics. Therefore, it is an imbedded 

construction which acts on its own as the predicate of an action, position, etc., and may 

include the agent, positioner, etc. In the main clause it acts as copula-complement with 

the semantic function of quality. 
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“nominative” function and are actually irrelevant for our survey. 

The occurrences of dislocatives (the so-called nominativus absolutus or 

casus pendens)
66

 could have been in the nominative, if Biblical Hebrew had 

case endings. A dislocative is dislocated from the rest of the clause, and it may 

be replaced by an adverb or personal pronoun in the clause. The dislocative can 

even be separated from the main clause by the conjunction -w“.67
 Syntactically, a 

dislocative is an extra-clausal constituent (see footnote 12); semantically, it is 

the reference. Dislocation, which is also called extraposition, facilitates 

topicalisation or focalisation  (cf. Zewi, 1994:150). According to Zewi 

(1997:181) the marker tae, which she regards as a normal preposition, may have 

been retained due to an incomplete process of extraposition of a direct object. 

But a dislocative could also have been in the so-called “accusative case” for 

another reason. The “object marker” or “nota accusativi” tae is sometimes also 

used as an adverbial marker, and as such it can mark the reference (regard, 

scopus or respectus).
68

 Thus, this use of tae could better be dealt with under the 

heading of accusative if one works within a case paradigm. 

The use of tae to mark the semantic function of reference makes it the ideal 

dislocative marker, because the dislocative construction highlights the theme or 

topic
69

 of the clause. In the following examples, the tae-phrases are dislocatives 

with the semantic function of reference: 

 

µh,b; Wkl]h;Aalø yt'/QjuAta,w“ And concerning my statutes - they did not walk 

in them (Ezek 20:16). 

                                            
66

  See Waltke & O’Connor (1990:183, §10.3.2d). 
67

  See Gesenius (1976:458, §143d). 
68

  See Gesenius (1976: 365-366, 458, §117m, ll, §143c); Muraoka (1985:155); Joüon-

Muraoka (2006:417, §125j (4)). 
69

  Topic is a pragmatic function, see Dik (1997a:313-326). 
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hr:ybiG“mi h;r<siy“w" /Mai hk;[}m'Ata, µg"w“ 
And also concerning Maacah his mother - (and) 

he removed her away from being queen mother 

(1 Kings 15:13). 

T;j]q'l;w“ ... yyEWdP] taew“ And with regard to the ransom ... (and) you 

shall accept ... (Num 3:46-47). 

 

In Jer. 27:8, the phrase /raW:x'Ata, ˜TeyIAalø rv,a} taew“ “And not put its neck …” can be 

considered as a second dislocative phrase, which is marked by tae to make clear 

that this is not a second dependent relative clause after Jl,m,, but an independent 

relative clause. In 1 Kings 8:31, the tae-phrase is also a dislocative, indicating 

reference, with the main clause in verse 32. Similarly, h[;r:h;Ata,w“ in 1 Kings 11:25 

could be a dislocative with the semantic function of reference: “with reference 

to the evil which Hadad (did) (and) he despised Israel …”
70

 Other texts where 

the dislocatives are marked by tae are Gen 20:16, Num 32:31, 2 Sam 5:8, 2 

Chron 25:24, 2 Kings 16:14, Isa 51:22, 57:12, 8:13 and Ezek 34:23. 

 

Other exclusions 

The phrase h;yl,[; ytiabehe rv,a}AlK; tae “all that I have brought upon it” in Ezek 14:22 

could be an adjunct with the semantic function of reference, if the phrase is in 

apposition to h[;r:h;(Al['). This phrase can also simply be in apposition to the 

preceding relative pronoun rv,a}, which is the direct object of ytiabehe.71
 In Deut 

11:2, 7-9, the tae-phrase marks an adjunct with the semantic function of 

reference:
72

 

 

... µk,ynEB]Ata, alø yKi µ/Yh' µT,[]d"ywI  And you must know today that (it is) not 

with regard to your children ... 

                                            
70

  See Gesenius (1976:365-366, §117m, footnote 3); Muraoka (1985:157): 

“hopelessly corrupt”. 
71

  See Joüon-Muraoka (2006:417, §125j (1)); Gesenius (1976:365, §117l). 
72

  See Gesenius (1976:365, 505; §117l, §167a): aposiopesis; Muraoka (1985:155): 

anakoluthon; Hoftijzer (1965: 48, footnote 1): subject. 
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... hw:hy“ hce[}m'AlK;Ata, taoroh; µk,ynEy[e yKi 

... hw:x]Mih'AlK;Ata, µT,r“m'v]W 

... ≈r<a;h;Ata, µT,v]rIywI µt,ab;W Wqz“j,T, ˜['m'l] 

 ... µymiy: WkyrIa}T' ˜['m'l]W 

that your own eyes were the seers of every 

deed of Yahweh ... 

and you must keep every law ... 

so that you can be strong and come and 

inherit the land ... 

and so that you can lengthen days ...  

 

It is possible to interpret µt;d:bo[}AlK; tae in Exod 1:14 as an adjunct with the 

semantic function of manner. In Gen 49:25, yD"v' taew“ can be interpreted as an 

adjunct of cause after WZpoY:w" in verse 24. In a case system these adjuncts of 

reference, manner and cause would be “adverbial accusatives”.
73

 

In Jer 23:33 (
74aC;m'Ahm'Ata, µh,ylea} T;r“m'a;w“), the particle Ahm' is used as an 

adjectival interrogative pronoun (And you will say to them: “Which 

pronouncement/burden?”) The phrase aC;m'Ahm'Ata, is the object clause of T;r“m'a;w“. tae 

marks the clause as direct object. Object-clauses can also be introduced by 

rv,a}Ata,.75
 Consequently, this is also not a “nominative” use of tae. It is not clear 

why Waltke & O’Connor
76

 treat a noun in apposition to a prepositional object as 

a “nominative” (Exod 1:14) – if one works in the classical paradigm with cases, 

nouns following prepositions are in the “genitive”. Similar texts where the tae-

phrases are not “nominatives” are Ezek 37:19
77

 (where the second tae-phrase is 

in apposition to the complement of l['), and Ezek 43:17
78

 (where Ht;/a is the 

complement of bybis;, which is used like a preposition). 

 

 

                                            
73

  Gesenius (1976: 372-376, §118). 
74

  See Hoftijzer (1965: 68): casus pendens. 
75

  Gesenius (1976:491-492, §157c). 
76

  Waltke & O’Connor (1990:183, §10.3.2d). 
77

  See Gesenius (1976:365-366, §117m, footnote 3); Hoftijzer (1965: 69-70). 
78

  See Gesenius (1976:365, §117k). 
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DIFFICULT CASES: tatatata ee ee AS POSSIBLE MARKER OF 

[+CONTROLLER] SEMANTIC FUNCTIONS 

There are seven cases where tae could mark subjects which are semantically 

[+controller], but in almost each case an alternative understanding is possible 

where it in fact marks them as [-controller]. 

 

taetaetaetae as possible marker of the agent 

The subject of an action ([+contolled] [+dynamic]) has the semantic function of 

agent. The agent is the entity that controls an action and is therefore 

[+controller]. There are six examples where tae apparently marks the subject 

with the semantic function of agent. However, for all of these examples other 

solutions are also possible. 

 
b/Dh'Ata,w“ yrIa}h; ab;W And the lion and the bear came (1 Sam 17:34). 

 

If the bear didn’t come on purpose, but by accident, it can have the semantic 

function of processed [-controller].
79

 However, this seems to be unlikely in the 

given context. 

 
.WkleyE wyn:P; rb,[eAla, vyai µt;/aw“ And they, each one, moved straight ahead (Ezek 

10:22). 

 

Perhaps they refers to the wheels in verse 19 – this will make they a processed 

which is [-controller] (cf. verse 17).
80

 

 

                                            
79

  In the following sense: the two beasts came upon the shepherd; See Muraoka 

(1985:157): waw concomitance + preposition tae. 
80

  See above: “tae as marker of the identity”. 
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Wnyteboa}w" WnynEh}Ko WnyrEc; Wnykel;m]Ata,w“ 

Út,r:/T Wc[; alø 
Our kings, our officials, our priests and our 

ancestors did not keep your law (Neh 9:34). 

 

The tae could here be taken as the preposition tae meaning together with. This 

interpretation would make this example irrelevant for our study.
81

 

 

 ... Wh[erEl] vyai af;j‘y< rv,a} tae 

µyIm'V;h' [m'v]Ti hT;a'w“ 

He who sins against his neighbour ... and You 

must hear in heaven (1 Kings 8:31-32). 

 

This is an adverbial (temporal) use of tae, which precedes several temporal 

phrases and clauses in verses 33, 35, 37, 44 and 46, formed with B] and infinitive 

construct or by yKi. This implies that rv,a} tae is to be interpreted as a conjunction 

which introduces a temporal clause and can be translated as: “When/if a man 

sins ...” instead of “He who sins .” It could also be a dislocative of reference: 

“With regard to him who sins …” Both possibilities are irrelevant for our study 

because they are “accusative” uses of tae. 

 
vp,N<h'Ata, Wnl;Ahc;[; rv,a} tae hw:hy“Ayj' 

Út,ymia} µai taZOh' 
As the Lord lives, He who gave us this life, 

I will not kill you (Jer 38:16). 

 

Instead of taking rv,a} tae as a relative (He who), this can be interpreted as a 

conjunction of an adverbial clause with the semantic function of cause (because 

He gave us life). Again, this last possibility is irrelevant for our study. 

 
.hw:hyl' j"Bez“mi t/nb]li ljehe /tao He began to build an altar for the Lord (1 

Sam 14:35). 

 

                                            
81

  See Muraoka (1985:154). 
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Begin is an auxiliary verb which is semantically on the same level as an adverb. 

Therefore, this could perhaps be explained as an adverbial use of tae. However, 

this explanation is not very satisfactory – this could be an exception to the rule 

that tae marks [-controller] entities. 

 

taetaetaetae as possible marker of the positioner 

The subject of a position ([+contolled] [-dynamic]) has the semantic function of 

positioner. The positioner is the entity that controls a position and is therefore 

[+controller]. One example was found where tae apparently marks the subject 

with the semantic function of positioner [+ controller]: 

 
/BAbv,yE aWh aycin: ayciN:h'Ata, 

hw:hy“ ynEp]li µj,l,Alk;a‘l, 
The prince

82
 - he is a prince - may sit in it to eat 

food before the Lord (Ezek 44:3). 

 

But this phrase can also function as an adjunct of reference: With reference to 

the prince… Due to the fact that there are so few and dubious examples of tae 

with the agent and positioner, it can be concluded that the particle is never, or 

only by way of exception, used to mark [+controller] semantic functions. 

 

 

SEMANTICS VERSUS SYNTAX 

In the examples discussed above it was found that tae functions as a marker of 

the following syntactic and semantic functions: 

Subject - patient [-controller]   41 

Subject - zero [-controller]   19 

Subject - processed [-controller]   9 

                                            
82

  Instead of “The prince, because he is a prince …” See Hoftijzer (1965: 71): casus 

pendens. 
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Subject - force [-controller]    3 

Copula-complement - identity [-controller] 10 

Copula-complement - class [-controller]  1 

Copula-complement - quality [-controller] 1 

Subject - agent [+controller]   6? 

Subject - positioner [+controller]  1? 

There is a semantic similarity between the patient, zero, processed, force, 

identity, class and quality. All of them are [-controller]. The normal use of the 

particle tae is to mark direct objects which usually have the semantic function of 

patient, which is also [-controller]. In other words, the connection of the object 

particle tae with the semantic characteristic [-controller] (especially the patient) 

is so strong that the semantic deep structure sometimes overrides the syntactic 

surface structure, consequently using the particle as a marker of the semantic 

function of patient in passive sentences where the subject is the patient of the 

action, position or process. This is an example of semantic interference in the 

syntactic structure. Taking into account that tae is a marker of not only the 

syntactic function of direct object, but also of the semantic function of patient, 

this is understandable. Similarly, the particle is also used to mark other [-

controller] semantic functions, like the zero, processed, force, identity, class and 

quality.  

The few examples where tae apparently marks [+controller] agents and 

positioners can all be interpreted differently (or be regarded as exceptions), and, 

considering our findings above, this should probably be done. This conclusion 

confirms Hoftijzer’s
83

 findings: 

• tae marks the complement of “an action to which someone or something 

outside the subject is subjected or to which they are submitted” (direct 

obejct) (i.e. the patient). 

                                            
83

  See Hoftijzer (1965: 23-29, 44, 81). 
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• All verbal sentences with the so-called ‘t nominativi belong to a second 

type of sentence, i.e. “a situation in which the subject finds itself” or 

where “the subject undergoes a certain action or is submitted to it” (i.e. 

tae indicates the zero or processed, as well as the patient in a passive 

sentence). 

• Rarely, tae marks the “subject” or “predicate” in nominal sentences (i.e. 

the zero, identity, class and quality).
84

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Functional grammar identifies a common thread running through seemingly 

disparate uses of tae - it marks the semantic function of [-controller], especially 

the patient. The most common sentence component to have this characteristic is 

of course the direct object and this accounts for the majority of the uses of tae. 

This also explains the use of tae to mark the subject-patient in passive clauses. 

However, it has been demonstrated that, like the patient, other syntactic 

functions can also be semantically [-controller] and so it is not without reason 

that tae is also found to indicate these syntactic functions. In other words, with 

reference to the so-called “nominative” uses of tae, the syntactic range of tae is 

explained by its semantic range. Since traditional grammars pay inadequate 

                                            
84

  Fillmore (1968:25) also captured the semantic similarity of some of these semantic 

roles (e.g. patient, zero and processed) in his case grammar with the category 

“objective”. The idea that tae is a marker of non-controlling entities is also supported by 

the following statement of Waltke & O’Connor (1990: 182, §10.3.2b), although they 

did not express the idea in semantic terms: “The use” (of tae as subject marker) “with 

transitives is extremely rare; the other two usages” (with intransitive active verbs and 

passive verbs) “are more common.” The semantic similarity of the direct object and the 

subject of intransitive verbs is also captured by ergative languages in which the subject 

of an intransitive verb, the object of a transitive verb, and the citation form have the 

same ending called the absolutive. In this kind of languages the subject of a transitive 

verb is the ergative (see Dik 1997a:369). 
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attention to semantics, our findings further indicate the importance of applying 

modern linguistic theory to the study of Biblical Hebrew. 
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